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Comment on “Fluctuation theorem for hidden entropy production”
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Recently, Kawaguchi and Nakayama (KN) [Phys. Rev. E 88, 022147 (2013)] showed that the
hidden entropy production associated with a coarse-graining procedure obeys the integral fluctuation
theorem (IFT) if the original process does not involve any odd-parity variable that changes its sign
under time reversal. This was interpreted as the evidence that odd-parity variables play an important
role in the derivation of irreversible stochastic dynamics from time-reversible deterministic dynamics.
In this Comment, we show that KN’s approach is inadequate for describing the origin of irreversible
stochastic dynamics, which calls into question whether odd-parity variables are required for the
emergence of macroscopic irreversibility.

PACS numbers: 05.20.-y, 05.70.-a

Kawaguchi and Nakayama (KN) [1] recently claimed
that the hidden entropy production, or the amount of
entropy production ignored by coarse-graining, obeys the
integral fluctuation theorem (IFT) when the original pro-
cess involves only even-parity variables, which are time-
reversal invariant. They also claimed that the IFT is not
generally valid in the presence of odd-parity variables,
which are antisymmetric under time reversal. Specifi-
cally, the density function asymmetry for odd-parity vari-
ables was pointed out as the key source of the IFT vi-
olation, which is necessary for the increased mean en-
tropy production after coarse-graining. Based on these
claims, KN concluded that odd-parity variables play an
important role in the emergence of irreversible stochastic
dynamics from time-reversible Hamiltonian dynamics.
In this Comment, we point out that (1) KN’s coarse-

grained entropy production does not properly indicate
the irreversibility of the coarse-grained process and that
(2) KN’s coarse-graining scheme neglects the memory
cutoff, which is necessary for deriving a stochastic de-
scription of a deterministic system. These problems sug-
gest that KN’s IFT for hidden entropy production is not
relevant to the origin of irreversible stochastic dynamics.
We start with a brief review of KN’s approach. Con-

sider a Markov process of state variables x and y con-
trolled by a time-dependent protocol λ(t). Here each of
x and y may represent multiple variables. The process
starts at t = 0 and ends at t = τ . For convenience, we de-
fine a path {x,y} as {x(t),y(t)} ≡ {(xt, yt) : t ∈ [0, τ ]},
whose initial and final points are distributed by P0(x0, y0)
and Pτ (xτ , yτ ), respectively. Then, the probability of a
given path {x,y} can be written as

Pλ[x,y] = P0(x0, y0)Wλ[x,y|x0, y0], (1)

where Wλ[x,y|x0, y0] is the conditional probability for
the path {x,y} starting from (x0, y0). In a Markov pro-
cess, this conditional path probability can be factorized

into an infinite product of infinitesimal transition proba-
bilities.

To characterize the irreversibility of the path {x,y},
we define the corresponding time-reverse path {x†,y†}
as x†(t) = x̄(τ− t), where x̄ represents the mirrored path
with an extra minus sign for each odd-parity variable [2,
3]. The time-reverse path starts at the mirror state of

the end point of the original path, (x†
0, y

†
0) = (x̄τ , ȳτ ),

whose distribution is denoted as P †
0 (x

†
0, y

†
0). Then, the

probability for the time-reverse path is given as

Pλ† [x†,y†] = P †
0 (x

†
0, y

†
0)Wλ† [x†,y†|x†

0, y
†
0], (2)

where λ†(t) = λ(τ−t) for the proper time-reverse process.

Since the process is Markovian, the total entropy pro-
duction along a path {x,y} is given by the formula [4]

Σ(x,y) ≡ ln
P0(x0, y0)

Pτ (xτ , yτ )
+ ln

Wλ[x,y|x0, y0]

Wλ† [x†,y†|x†
0, y

†
0]
, (3)

where the first term is the Shannon entropy change of
the system, and the second term is the entropy produc-
tion of the environment which is assumed to equilibrate
instantaneously [5].

KN defined coarse-graining as integration over a subset
of state variables. This means that the probabilities of
coarse-grained paths are given as

P̃λ[x] ≡

∫
dyPλ[x,y], (4)

P̃λ† [x†] ≡

∫
dy† Pλ† [x†,y†]. (5)

The coarse-grained state distributions P̃0, P̃τ , and P̃ †
0 are

similarly defined as the marginal distributions of P0, Pτ ,

and P †
0 , respectively. Then, the conditional probabilities
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for coarse-grained paths can be written as

W̃λ[x|x0, P0(x0, y0)] ≡ P̃λ[x]/P̃0(x0), (6)

W̃λ† [x†|x†
0, P

†
0 (x

†
0, y

†
0)] ≡ P̃λ† [x†]/P̃ †

0 (x
†
0), (7)

where P0 and P †
0 are respectively included in the argu-

ments of W̃λ and W̃λ† to indicate the dependence of the
latter on the former.
In the manner of Eq. (3), KN proposed that the coarse-

grained entropy production can be similarly defined as

Σ̃[x] ≡ ln
P̃0(x0)

P̃τ (xτ )
+ ln

W̃λ[x|x0, P0(x0, y0)]

W̃λ† [x†|x†
0, P

†
0 (x

†
0, y

†
0)]

. (8)

As pointed out by KN, the coarse-grained process ob-
tained from Eqs. (4) and (5) is generally non-Markovian,
so the above definition may not satisfy some properties
of the conventional entropy production, such as the addi-
tivity over time. Nevertheless, KN adopted Eq. (8) as a
natural extension of Eq. (3) to non-Markovian processes.
If we accept Eq. (8), the hidden entropy production

can now be defined as

Ξ[x,y] ≡ Σ[x,y]− Σ̃[x]. (9)

Using Eqs. (1) – (9), we obtain

〈e−Ξ〉 =

∫
dxdyPλ[x,y]

×
Pτ (xτ , yτ )Wλ† [x†,y†|x†

0, y
†
0]

P0(x0, y0)Wλ[x,y|x0, y0]

×
P̃0(x0)W̃λ[x|x0, P0(x0, y0)]

P̃τ (xτ )W̃λ† [x†|x†
0, P

†
0 (x

†
0, y

†
0)]

=

∫
dx

W̃λ† [x†|x†
0, Pτ (xτ , yτ )]

W̃λ† [x†|x†
0, P

†
0 (x

†
0, y

†
0)]

P̃λ[x], (10)

where W̃λ† [x†|x†
0, Pτ (xτ , yτ )] is the conditional probabil-

ity of a coarse-grained time-reverse path x† starting from

x†
0 distributed by P †

0 (x
†
0, y

†
0) = Pτ (xτ , yτ ). Hence, the

IFT 〈e−Ξ〉 = 1 is satisfied if

P †
0 (x

†
0, y

†
0) = Pτ (xτ , yτ ), (11)

which indicates that the definition of P †
0 determines the

sufficient conditions for the IFT.
We note that KN defined P †

0 as [6]

P †
0 (x

†
0, y

†
0) ≡ Pτ (x̄τ , ȳτ ), (12)

which means that the time-reverse process is a continua-
tion of the forward process under the time-reverse proto-
col. This definition ensures that Σ̃ is empirically observ-
able, because the initial state of the time-reverse process
can be simply prepared by the forward process. The IFT
is satisfied when Eqs. (11) and (12) are consistent, so the
mirror symmetry Pτ (x̄τ , ȳτ ) = Pτ (xτ , yτ ) becomes a suf-

ficient condition for the IFT. Since 〈Σ̃〉 > 〈Σ〉 requires

the violation of the IFT, KN claimed that the absence
of the mirror symmetry is crucial for the emergence of
irreversible stochastic dynamics from time-reversible de-
terministic dynamics.
KN’s claim relies on the premises that Σ̃ represents

the irreversibility of the coarse-grained process and that
the coarse-graining procedure defined by Eqs. (4) and (5)
can convert a deterministic process to a stochastic one.
However, as we discuss below, both premises are not true.
First, Σ̃ is not a good indicator of irreversibility as long

as P †
0 is defined by Eq. (12). To check the reversibil-

ity of a coarse-grained path reaching the final state xτ ,
the ensemble of coarse-grained time-reverse paths must

contain those starting from x†
0 ≡ x̄τ . Otherwise, it is

not even possible to quantify the relative difficulty of
the time-reverse path with respect to the forward path,
which is mathematically reflected in the fact that W̃λ†

(and therefore Σ̃ as well) is ill defined if both P̃0(x
†
0) and

P̃λ†(x†) are strictly zero. Such cases may indeed occur

if Eq. (12) is used, because P̃τ (xτ ) > 0 does not always

imply P̃0(x
†
0) = P̃τ (x̄τ ) > 0. To address this problem,

P †
0 must be redefined to satisfy

P̃ †
0 (x

†
0) = P̃τ (xτ ), (13)

which automatically ensures that Σ̃(x) is well defined for
every coarse-grained path x of nonzero probability. This

definition of P̃ †
0 implies that the time-reverse process is

initiated by time-reversing all variables of interest (rep-
resented by x) at the end of the forward process, which
is consistent with the requirement discussed in [7].
Second, the coarse-graining scheme defined by Eqs. (4)

and (5) cannot convert a deterministic process to a
stochastic one. This can be easily checked by consid-
ering a deterministic process, whose path is uniquely de-
termined by its initial state as {x̂(x0, y0), ŷ(x0, y0)}, so
that the conditional path probability can be written as

Wλ[x,y|x0, y0] = δ[x− x̂(x0, y0)] · δ[y− ŷ(x0, y0)], (14)

where δ represents an infinite product of delta functions
over the path {x,y}. Using Eqs. (1) and (4), the proba-
bility of a coarse-grained path is given by

P̃λ[x] =

∫
dy0 P0(x0, y0) δ[x− x̂(x0, y0)]. (15)

This coarse-grained process is still deterministic except
for the uncertainty associated with the initial state vari-
able y0. Once the initial uncertainty is resolved by fixing
y0, the everlasting memory of the initial state ensures
that the rest of the coarse-grained process has no ran-
dom elements. Thus, despite KN’s claim that the viola-
tion of the IFT for Ξ allows the emergence of a random
walk from a deterministic jumping process, the coarse-
graining scheme involved in the definition of Ξ is unable
to derive the former from the latter. In general, in or-
der to derive a stochastic equation of motion (such as
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the Langevin equation) from Hamiltonian dynamics, the
contribution from the initial state of the hidden variables
must be approximated as random noise [8]. This approx-
imation requires that the memory of the initial state is
truncated at some point. Without implementing such
memory cutoff, KN’s IFT for Ξ is irrelevant to the origin
of stochasticity.

These two problems suggest that KN’s IFT for Ξ does
not justify the attribution of macroscopic irreversibility
to odd-parity variables. However, we should also note
that these problems do not prove the irrelevance of odd-
parity variables either. They only show that there may be
other factors contributing to the increased entropy pro-
duction after coarse-graining, such as the additional ran-
domness arising from the memory cutoff. It is telling that

the Evans–Searles fluctuation theorem, which provides a
different explanation for the macroscopic irreversibility,
does not require the existence of odd-parity variables [9].
This may suggest that the factors neglected by KN are
indeed more crucial.
In conclusion, KN’s IFT for the hidden entropy pro-

duction does not answer the question of how irreversible
stochastic dynamics can be deduced from time-reversible
deterministic dynamics. To address this question, the ini-
tial condition for the time-reverse process and the coarse-
graining scheme has to be redefined, so that irreversibility
and stochasticity of the coarse-grained process is properly
represented in the theoretical framework.
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